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All-American Selections
72 Years of Award-Winning Plants

the new variety on a scale from
Mary Jane Frogge
0 to 10, based on how the
Horticulture Extension Associate variety is perceived to benefit the
home gardener. In order to win,
Established in 1932, the All- a variety must receive points
from at least three-quarters of
American Selections (AAS)
makes awards on a yearly basis the trial grounds. This rule
ensures that the
for the new vegetable
winning varieties are
and flower varieties
highly adaptable to
that it feels exhibit
different soil and
qualities that are
climatic conditions.
superior to contemAlthough the Allporary varieties. The
American Selection
awards are based on
varieties are not
the votes of a council
perfectly adapted to
of professional
all gardens, your
judges, who have studied
chances of success are greater
the new varieties at more than
50 trial sites scattered across the when you select an award
winning variety. Here are the
United States and Canada.
2004 winners. Enjoy.
An average of six to ten
awards are given out
each year, in the form
of bronze, silver or
gold medals. A gold
medal is the highest
possible honor,
designating a significantly superior
variety, and is rarely
awarded.
Seed entries pour
in from around the
world, representing
years of breeding
research done by seed
companies, university
researchers and even
individuals. Each new
variety is entered with
a name of a comparison variety against
which its performance can be judged.
Celosia plumosa Fresh Look Red
The choice of a
comparison variety is crucial,
Celosia plumosa
since the merit of the new
Fresh Look Red
variety is based on how superior
it is to the comparison. If no
GOLD MEDAL
comparison were used, the only
Flower Award Winner
thing the trials would prove is
that the new variety can indeed
Fresh Look Red performs
be grown. But when matched up like a fresh floral arrangement all
and judged against the best-tosummer. Thriving in the summer
date variety of its type, the value heat and humidity with drought
of the new variety is apparent.
or rainy conditions, Fresh Look
The comparison variety sugRed decorates a garden or patio
gested by each entrant is
container with rosy red plumes.
reviewed by a panel of experts
It won the coveted Gold Medal
from All-American Selections,
for its consistent performance
and this panel either adopts it or with minimal maintenance and
proposes a better one.
pest-free growth. Fresh Look
In each of the trial grounds
Red covers up spent plumes by
scattered throughout North
producing new foliage and
America, the new varieties are
blooms. The plant always looks
planted side by side with their
fresh, needing no grooming.
comparisons, then grown and
When grown in the full sun,
observed under the same
Fresh Look Red plants mature
conditions. As an example, the
at 12 to 18 inches tall and spread
criteria for judging vegetables
12 to 20 inches. The central
include taste, texture, yield,
plume can be 8 to 10 inches tall
disease resistance, fruit size,
and 5 inches wide. Like all
climatic adaptability and novelty Celosia plumosa, the flowers can
or uniqueness. The designated
be cut and dried for everlasting
judge at each trial ground rates
homemade bouquets.

Celosia plumosa Fresh Look
Yellow

Celosia plumosa
Fresh Look Yellow

dainty, rose-like blooms. This
new variety showed several
improvements over comparisons. The flower form is double
and semi-double, is a darker rose
color and is a larger size, up to
3/8 of an inch. The plant
produces a higher number of
blooms over a longer flowering
season. Gypsy Deep Rose
forms an enchanting mounded
plant with a height of 8 to 10
inches, spreading 12 to 14
inches. This diminutive plant
prefers full sun and adapts to
container culture. Gypsy Deep
Rose is easily grown from seed
or bedding plants. Plants require
little maintenance. Gypsophila is
often associated with weddings
because of their use in bridal
bouquets.

Flower Award Winner
Fresh Look Yellow offers
season-long garden color with
minimal care. The golden yellow
plumes are produced in abundance, at times covering the
plant. The central plume can be
9 inches tall and 6 inches wide.
Fresh Look Yellow grows
numerous side shoots, which
cover mature blooms, eliminating the need for deadheading.
When grown in a full sun
garden, Fresh Look Yellow
attains a height of about 12 to 17
inches and spreads 12 to 15
Hollyhock Queeny Purple
inches. Plants exhibit heat,
humidity and severe weather
Hollyhock
tolerance. Like all Celosia
plumosa, flowers can be cut for
Queeny Purple
arrangements or dried as an
Flower Award Winner
everlasting bouquet. Fresh Look
Yellow is perfect for busy
Queeny Purple is the
gardeners who want summershortest Alcea rosea and the first
long flower color on carefree
purple hollyhock available as a
plants.
single color not part of a mixture. These unique traits combined with season-long flower
color resulted in Queeny Purple
winning an AAS Award. The
frilly edged blooms are a powder puff type having a cushion
center. They measure 3 to 4
inches and are produced abundantly on the compact branching
plants. Queeny Purple plants
will reach a mature height of 20
to 30 inches, perfect for smaller
space gardens. Queeny Purple
is an annual that will flower
prolifically the first year from a
early spring sowing.
Gypsophila Gypsy Deep Rose

Gypsophila Gypsy
Deep Rose
Bedding Plant Award Winner
Gypsy Deep Rose is an
annual Gypsophila muralis with

Petunia F1
Limbo Violet
Bedding Plant Award Winner
Limbo Violet differs from
all other single grandiflora
petunias as a unique combination
of large flowers on a compact
see SELECTIONS on page 12
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We assure reasonable accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act; for assistance contact UNL Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County, 444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507, 402-441-7180. TDD capability available.
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Nature, the Ultimate Recycler
Hydrologic Cycle
Nature recycles everything.
The hydrologic cycle is the
name given to the process used
by nature to recycle water.
Water evaporates and exists for
a time as water vapor in the air.
It returns to the earths surface
as precipitation. A portion of the
precipitation evaporates from the
surface and re-enters the
atmosphere as vapor and
continues the cycle. A portion
runs off into streams and rivers
which find their way the ocean.
The portion that soaks into the
soil is either taken up by plant
roots and is expelled as water
vapor from the plant leaves
(transpiration) or it percolates
below the root zone where it
eventually finds its way to an
aquifer or it emerges as a spring.
Water is a part of the
biological process within every
cell of every plant and animal on
earth. Not only is water essential
for life to exist on a cellular
level, it also serves to regulate
global temperature by distributing heat via ocean currents. One
need only watch the pictures
being returned by the NASA
rovers on Mars to imagine what
the earth would look like if we
lost our water the way Mars
apparently did.

Nitrogen Cycle

Another natural cycle and
one of great importance to
farmers is the nitrogen cycle.
Seventy-eight percent of earths
atmosphere is comprised of
nitrogen gas. To help one grasp
the enormity of the quantity of
nitrogen contained in the atmosphere, consider this. Some
estimate the quantity of nitrogen
in the atmosphere to be sufficient to supply nearly 6,000
pounds of nitrogen per square
foot of surface area on the earth.
Green plants need nitrogen.
Nitrogen enters into many
processes within the plant and is
essential for the formation of
proteins. The irony is green
plants cannot use nitrogen gas as
a source of nitrogen for biological processes. Plants use
nitrogen primarily in two forms,
the nitrate ion (NO3-) and the
ammonium ion (NH4+).
A small amount of nitrogen
is converted to plant-available

forms in thunderstorms. The
intense heat of a lightening bolt
combines nitrogen gas with
oxygen gas and water (rain) in
the atmosphere to form a weak
nitric acid. Nitric acid converts
to nitrate in soil and can be taken
up with soil water and utilized by
plants. Thunderstorms contribute a few pounds of plantavailable nitrogen per acre per
year.
Legume plants (e.g. beans,
peas, alfalfa) can be colonized
by specialized bacteria which
cause the plant to form nodules
on the roots. The bacteria live
and reproduce within these
nodules and feed on plant
sugars. As a part of their
metabolism they take in nitrogen
gas from the soil air and convert
it to ammonium which is utilized
by the plant as a source of
nitrogen. The conversion of
nitrogen gas to ammonium is
called nitrogen fixation. Farmers
routinely inoculate legume seed
with these bacteria to make
certain that the symbiotic
relationship between plant and
bacteria will occur in their
legume crops.
When any green plant dies,
bacteria break the tissues down
into organic matter in the soil.
The organic matter is further
broken down into elemental
compounds. The organic forms
of nitrogen incorporated into the
organic matter cannot be used
by plants until they are converted to the ammonium form
(mineralized) by bacteria.
People have also learned to
fix nitrogen into forms that can
be used by plants. The process
involves combining nitrogen gas
from the atmosphere with
methane gas (natural gas) in an
anhydrous ammonia plant.
Methane contains one carbon
atom and four hydrogen atoms
(CH4). The hydrogen atoms are
stripped from the methane and
combined with nitrogen from the
air to form anhydrous ammonia
(NH3). The carbon atom from
the methane is combined with
oxygen from the air to make
carbon dioxide (CO2). Therefore, all anhydrous plants
produce both anhydrous ammonia and carbon dioxide. All other
forms of commercial nitrogen
fertilizer start with anhydrous
ammonia as the source of

Scrap Tire Collection Announced
Extension has been notified about an opportunity for
individuals to get rid of scrap tires that may have accumulated around your place. This program is funded through a
grant from the Nebraska Department of Environmental
Quality and hosted by officials from Sanitary Improvement
District Number 6.
Tires (without the wheels) will be accepted May 15 and
16 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at the Shoemakers south parking
lot 48th and West O Street, Lincoln. Three hundred and fifty
tons of tires will be accepted in
this recycling effort on a firstcome, first-served basis. Please
have a count of the number of
tires you are dropping off.
Sorry, this opportunity is open
to individuals only  the grant
specially prohibits tire dealers.
For more information, call
(402) 476-3590. (TD)

nitrogen.
When anhydrous ammonia
is injected into the soil, it
combines with water to form
ammonium (NH4+) which is held
by the negatively charged clay
and organic matter particles in
the soil. Plants can take up the
ammonium from the soil by
exchanging a hydrogen ion (H+)
through a process called cation
(pronounced kat-i-on) exchange.
The nitrogen cycle continues when other bacteria in the
soil convert ammonium ions to
nitrate ions (NO3-) through a
process called nitrification.
While ammonium is held in the
cation exchange complex,
nitrate, having a negative charge,
is not held on the soil particles.
Nitrate nitrogen in the soil is
dissolved in the soil water. Like
ammonium, nitrate can be taken
up and utilized by plants.
When soils become saturated with water and oxygen is
limited, bacteria in the soil utilize
the nitrate as an oxygen source,
thus converting nitrate ions to
nitrogen gas which leaves the
soil and re-enters the atmosphere.
Nitrate also has the potential
to move downward with the soil
water. It may emerge as a
contaminate in springs which
feed creeks and rivers or
continue downward until it
enters and becomes mixed with
the groundwater. The federal
EPA has set limits on the nitrate
content of public water supplies
because of the potential negative
effects of ingesting too much
nitrate, especially by babies and
people with other health problems.

Nitrogen Cycle

energy. Plants contain a chemical called chlorophyl which is
able to harness the energy from
sunlight to drive the photosynthesis reaction.
Plant tissues containing
carbohydrates are consumed by
animals where they are digested
and broken down into simpler
sugars and then absorbed into
the blood stream. At the cellular
level, sugars are combined with
oxygen from the blood to
provide energy for cell metabolism. Carbon dioxide is a waste
product of metabolism within
animal cells. This carbon dioxide
is removed by the blood where it
is carried back to the lungs and
exhaled by the animal back into
the atmosphere.
Carbon that remains tied up
in plant residues, the organic
matter in the soil or other stable
forms is said to be sequestered.
Coal and petroleum are examples
Carbon Cycle
Another cycle which affects of extremely stable carbon
us all is the carbon cycle. Green compounds that were once plant
matter. Limestone is another
plants combine carbon from
example of extremely stable
carbon dioxide (CO2) gas from
the air with water taken from the carbon sequestration by nature.
soil to produce simple sugars in Limestone is made up of the
a process called photosynthesis. calcium carbonate that was once
a part of the bodies of aquatic
Excess oxygen (O2) is expelled
creatures. When these creatures
from the plant as a waste
died, the calcium carbonate in
product of photosynthesis. The
their bodies accumulated and we
simple sugars undergo further
mine them today as limestone
processing in the plant and are
from areas that once were
converted into more complex
covered by shallow seas (eastern
carbohydrates which make up
Nebraska).
plant tissues and are stored in
Presumably, prior to the rise
the seed as an energy source for
of
modern
man, the carbon
the germinating embryo. All
cycle attained an equilibrium
processes need a source of

state where a balance existed
between the carbon dioxide in
the air and the carbon sequestered in various solid forms on
the earth. However, the level of
carbon dioxide has measurably
increased in the atmosphere
during the last few hundred
years mainly due to the burning
of fossil fuels (coal and petroleum) during the industrial age.
The destruction of forests
has had an effect on the level of
carbon dioxide as well, in part
due to the reduction in the rate
of photosynthesis when rain
forests are cleared and converted to cultivated land. Carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere traps
heat energy that would otherwise be radiated out into space
by the earth in much the same
way the glass roof of a greenhouse traps heat within the
greenhouse. This greenhouse
effect has many implications for
global climate and is an area of
much study today. There may
come a time when farmers are
paid to adopt farming practices
that sequester more carbon in
the soil in the form of organic
matter. This is a matter for
debate by politicians and world
leaders.
Cycles are a miraculous part
of nature. They literally make life
on earth possible. When one
considers the complexity of
cycles, the numbers of species
of bacteria necessary to make it
all work and delicate balance that
must exist, it can boggle the
mind. (TD)

Guidelines for Farm Debt
Debt is a part of every
farmers life. In fact, most
agricultural producers now find
debt is necessary to the success
of their operations. Credit should
be seen as a resource by producers because when managed
carefully, it can do wonders to
enhance the profitability of the
operation. But in the end, debt is
debt. When too much of it is
accrued, trouble strikes. Here
are four financial ratios that can
help to assess exactly how much
is too much.
The debt to asset ratio is the
ratio of total farm liabilities to
total farm assets. Guidelines
based on farm record studies
indicate that total debt less than
40 percent of the total value of

assets is acceptable. Debt
between 4070 percent is
questionable and debt over 70
percent of the value of assets is
in the danger zone.
The rate of return on assets
(ROA) reflects the productivity
of farm assets. So long as the
ROA is greater than the interest
rate, the borrowed funds are
aiding in the profitability of the
operation. For example, an
operation with an ROA of 12
percent and borrowing money at
nine percent, is using credit
profitably and can benefit from a
high level of debt.
Interest expense ratios
measure the percent of gross
revenue being spent for interest.
In most cases, 10 percent or

less is optimal. Up to 20 percent
is cause for concern, and any
higher than 20 percent is
dangerous.
The term debt coverage
ratio indicates the ability of the
business to cover all term debt
and capital lease payments. It is
the ratio of funds available to
service term debt to the amount
of existing term debt payments.
Any ratio greater than one to one
indicates the business has
reserve capacity to service term
debt and capital lease payments.
Remember these ratios are
only guidelines based on the
facts, every ranch or farm is
unique. (TD)
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Roosting Starlings are a
Nasty Problem
Have you heard Grand
Island has a problem with
European starlings? The city has
50,000 unwanted residents
roosting in several nearby pine
trees and causing a mess with
the constant accumulation of
droppings under the roosting
site. Officials have contracted
with U.S. Wildlife Service to get
rid of the birds. Pyrotechnics
have been discharged over seven
days to harass the birds so they
will roost somewhere else
preferably outside the city limits.
So far, it hasnt worked. Is
cutting the trees down the last
resort?
The starling is one of three
unprotected species of bird in
Nebraska. Pigeons and English
(house) sparrows are the other
two. All other birds are protected
by either federal migratory bird
laws or are game birds and fall
under the jurisdiction of state
game laws.
Starlings were introduced
into New York in 1890 from
Europe. They are common
roosting birds in the urban and
suburban environment. They are
also smart and highly adaptable,
capable of finding shelter and
roosting sites in, on and around
buildings.
Many people simply call
them blackbirds because of their
black coloration. In spring, the
starling plumage is black with

iridescent tints of green and
purple and the bill is yellow; in
winter, the bill is dark and the
plumage is lighter and speckled.
Starlings often roost at night in
large numbers in tall dense trees
where they feel secure. During
the fall and winter, they are often
seen flying in huge flocks as
they fly to and from feeding
sites, like corn fields. Feces
accumulate under roosting sites
and cause distress to people who
live or work near them.

The urge to hunt and the urge to
eat are controlled by different
parts of a cats brain.

if the cat gets sprayed with
water every time it comes
into your yard.

Cat Facts

 If you put a bell on your cat, it will still kill wildlife. Belled
cats learn how to silently stalk their prey, and wild animals
dont associate the ringing of a bell with danger.
 Studies show that even well-fed cats kill wildlife. The urge
to hunt and the urge to eat are controlled by different parts
of a cats brain.
 Wildlife that seems to have escaped a cat attack, may have
not escaped injury. The animal may still be doomed, either
from bacteria or viruses in cat saliva or from internal
injuries. (SC)

UNL Beekeeping
Programs for 2004

Bees and Beekeeping Program

European Starlings

folks in Grand Island have
found.
Thinning or pruning trees
might be the best option here.
Starlings like to roost close to
other birds, so if there are fewer
roosting sites, they may feel less
secure in the open canopy. This
coupled with persistent pyrotechnics, may prompt them to
move to a new location. Cutting
the trees down is a permanent
solution to the problem, but
thinning the trees just might
work. (BPO)

Cats in the Neighborhood Can be a
Nuisance, Harmful to Local Wildlife
People who enjoy wildlife,
gardeners and homeowners
often call asking, What can I do
about the cats in my neighborhood. They get into my yard,
use my garden as a litterbox,
spray my deck and scare away
and kill birds at my feeder?
There arent easy answers, but
here are some suggestions:
1. Talk to your neighbors. Ask
them to keep their cats
indoors or at least under their
control when they are
outside. If you own a cat,
keep it indoors. The American Veterinary Medical
Association strongly encourages cat owners to keep their
cats indoors in urban and
suburban areas. Some people
build enclosures for their cats
or train their cats to use a
harness or leash.
2. You can try spraying intruding
cats with a garden hose. This
is only an effective deterrent

March 2004

Dr. Marion Ellis, UNL Bee Specialist has announced there
will be several learning opportunities for people interested in
bees and beekeeping.

Control

Droppings from starlings
can cause disease, but people
become most annoyed by the
large number of droppings
beneath roosting sites. Common
complaints from roosting
starlings include noise and the
defacing of public areas and
sidewalks.
The most permanent type of
control is called habitat modification. This includes understanding why birds congregate
in specific areas and changing
the environment to discourage
birds from roosting, nesting and
feeding in those areas.
Frightening devices can be
effective in reducing starling
roosting, but persistence is
required. The habitual nature of
these smart birds makes this less
likely to be successful if the
effort is half-hearted, as the
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3. Do your best to protect
wildlife in your yard. Locate
bird feeders and baths several
feet from bushes and vegetation where cats can hide. On
the other hand, a dense shrub
or planned brush pile can help
provide cover for birds hiding
from predators.
4. Gardeners report some
success with chicken wire
placed on top of the soil to
prevent cats from using
gardens as litter boxes.
5. When all else fails, humanely
trap the cat and take it to the
Humane Society or call
Animal Control. If you decide
to set a trap, check with
Animal Control for regulations on trapping animals in
urban areas. Avoid setting out
a trap at night because you
could end up with non-target
animals (a skunk is not a nice
surprise!). Check the trap
hourly. If you know who the
cat belongs to, let the Animal
Shelter know so they can
contact the cats owner after
you have dropped it off.
It is the responsibility of pet
owners to prevent cats from
being a nuisance and a threat to
local wildlife. Dont blame the
cats in your neighborhood for
doing what comes naturally.
Keep your cat and local wildlife
safe. Keep peace with your
neighbors. Keep cats indoors.

Saturday, March 6, 9 a.m.noon, Prairie Building, at
Pioneer Nature Center, Lincoln. Participants will be introduced
to the world of bees and beekeeping.
Cost: $5/person, $10/family. Registration deadline: March
3. Register at the Pioneers Park Nature Center (west end of
Pioneers Park) or Parks and Recreation Main Office, 27 & A
Streets or call 441-7895. Payment is required with registration. Payment can be made by cash, check or credit card
(credit card limited to $10 or more).

Beginning Beekeeping Workshops

Monday and Tuesday, March 22 and 23, 6:309:30 p.m.
at the Lancaster Extension Education Center, Lincoln. Everything you need to know to get started in beekeeping. Learn
basic bee biology, behavior, hive location, honey plants and
important diseases that limit honey production.
On Saturday, April 3, there will be an additional hands-on
lab session at the ARDC, near Mead, Nebraska. Participants
will learn practical techniques on handling and installing
packaged bees, harvesting honey and assembling hives.
Cost: $15 will include refreshments and reference materials. Please pre-register to ensure enough reference materials.
To register, call the Lancaster County Extension Office.
Questions? Contact Barb Ogg, 441-7180.

Beekeeping Update: A Program for
Beekeepers

Saturday, Feb. 28, 9 a.m.noon at Lifelong Learning
Center, 601 East Benjamin Avenue, Norfolk. This program will
update beekeepers on disease and pest control strategies and
bee management strategies. There will be plenty of time for
questions and answers. No registration is required, but please
pre-register by contacting Tom Hunt at (402) 584-2863.

Value-Added Products Workshop

Friday and Saturday, June 1819, 8:30 a.m.5:30 p.m. at
the ARDC Research and Education Building near Mead. This
workshop will provide detailed instruction in the production
and marketing of value-added products and focus on comb
honey, creamed honey and mead production. A distinguished
team of experts has been assembled to make this an outstanding educational opportunity.
Cost: $35, includes three meals, refreshments and a
workbook. Send registrations to Marion Ellis, 202 Plant
Industry Building, Lincoln, NE 68583-0816. Questions? Call
(402) 472-8696.

Ants on the Web
Before
choosing a
treatment
to control
an ant
problem,
use this
new Web
site resource to
help you
identify the
type of ant you have. Visit lancaster.unl.edu/enviro/ants
(BPO)
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Eating GREEN on St. Patricks Day
See GREEN on
St. Patricks Day
this March 17,
and throughout
the year. The
Produce for
Better Health
Foundation
(PBH)
advises: Go
Alice Henneman, RD, Extension Educator
Green. Go
Healthy.
March is National Peanut Butter Month as well as National
Green fruits and
Nutrition Month and a good time to celebrate the nutritional value of
vegetables contain many
peanuts. Peanuts, which are actually a form of legume, provide
vitamin E, niacin, folate, phosphorus and magnesium. Theyre also health-promoting
phytochemicals including lutein
cholesterol-free and low in saturated fat.
and indoles. They help protect
The DASH diet to lower blood pressure found a healthy diet
against certain cancers and help
included four to five servings of nuts, seeds and legumes weekly.
According to a study published in the November 27, 2002, Journal maintain vision health and strong
bones and teeth.
of the American Medical Association, Harvard School of Public
Some green fruits and
Health researchers found consuming a half serving (one tablespoon)
vegetables include avocados,
of peanut butter or a full serving of peanuts or other nuts (an
green grapes, honeydew melons,
ounce), five or more times a week was associated with a 21
kiwi fruit, broccoli, brussels
percent and 27 percent reduced risk of developing type 2 diabetes,
sprouts, green beans, green
respectively. Here is a quick and easy recipe from the Peanut
Advisory Board to help you enjoy peanuts. For more ideas, visit
www.peanutbutterlovers.com and www.peanut-institute.org

Easy PB & Banana Waffles
2 frozen waffles, prepared
2 tablespoons peanut butter
1 medium banana
Spread peanut butter on warm waffles. Top with sliced bananas.
Per Serving: 513 calories, 14g protein, 24g total fat (5g saturated fat), 63g
carbohydrates, 5g dietary fiber, 25mg cholesterol, 634mg sodium. Daily Value: 32%
folacin, 20% vitamin A, 15% vitamin C, 6% calcium, 25% iron.

Eating Dairy Products May Help
Children Control Their Weight
Calciums role in building
strong and healthy bones is wellknown and new research
indicates consumption of
calcium-rich foods like dairy
products may be related to lower
body fat among children.
The study was published in
the December issue of the
Journal of the American Dietetic
Association. The researchers
examined eating habits of
children ages 2 to 8 and their
mothers, finding kids who
consumed lower amounts of
calcium had overall higher body
fat than children with high
calcium intake.

The researchers also note
childrens dietary preferences,
which generally follow us into
adulthood, are established very
early  often by age 5.
This study offers more
evidence children should be
strongly encouraged to regularly
include calcium-rich foods and
beverages in their diets. As
always, kids best role models
for good nutrition and physical
activity are their parents.
Source: American Dietetic Association (ADA)
Tip of the Day. For more tips and information about nutrition during ADAs National
Nutrition Month® this March, visit
www.eatright.org (AH)

cabbage, leafy greens,
lettuce, peas, green
peppers and
spinach. For
additional green
fruit and
vegetable
sources, check
the PBH Web
site at
www.5aday.com
Some green ideas
for St. Patricks Day (or
any day) include:
 Eat a tossed lettuce salad. Add
extra green with green peppers
if you like!
 Enjoy cabbage in cole slaw.
 Corned beef with cabbage is a
natural for St. Patricks Day!
 Include some kiwi fruit in
your fruit salad.
 Throw some frozen peas into a
soup.
 Add avocado slices to salads

and sandwiches. To maintain
avocados green color, eat
them immediately or sprinkle
them with lemon or lime juice.
Though 2 tablespoons of
avocado have about 5 grams
of fat, its mostly heart-healthy
monounsaturated fat.
 Enjoy your favorite dip in
combination with broccoli
florets and other vegetables.
So, this month and beyond,
start thinking GREEN. Here are
some more ideas graciously
shared by Jan Patenaude, RD:
Spinach noodles (topping of
choice); spinach souffle;
spinach, asparagus and/or green
pepper omelets with parsley
garnish; pesto on anything;
cream of broccoli or spinach
soups; finely diced spinach in
any chicken noodle/rice/orzo
soups; glazed kiwi over a
sponge/angel food base. (AH)

Oh Those Darn Portion Sizes!

getting bigger is because our
portion sizes are getting bigger.
They are calling this portion
distortion. For example, a bagel
in 1980 was equal to two
servings from the Food Guide
for Limited Resource Families
Pyramid grain group. A bagel
Wanda M. Koszeski, PhD, RD, today is equal to almost four
servings yet we would call that
LMNT
one portion. A 12-ounce steak is
Extension Specialist
equal to four servings from the
Meat and Bean Group.
Recently I did a presentation
Here are some tips to get
to 300 high school students on
your portion distortion back into
making healthy food choices.
focus.
While preparing for this, I found  Choose a small or medium
some interesting statistics on
portion.
portion sizes versus serving
 Choose water as a beverage
sizes. You may say that this
over pop.
inspired my latest column.
 Share a meal with a friend.
Let us first determine what a  If the serving is too big, ask
serving size is and what a portion
for a take home box and take
size is. A serving is a standard
half the meal home.
amount used to help give advice  You dont have to clean your
about how much to eat, or to
plate.
identify how many calories and
 Ask for salad dressings and
nutrients are in a food. A portion
sauces to be on the side.
is the amount of food you choose  Watch those all-you-can-eat
to eat. There is no standard
buffets.
portion size and no single right
 Try measuring your typical
or wrong portion size.
portion sizes at home to get an
The reason some researchidea how many servings from
ers speculate our waistlines are
the Food Guide Pyramid you

are getting.
 Watch your fun foods. The
reason they are fun is you are
not supposed to eat them
everyday. Fun foods are like
cookies, desserts, cakes, etc.
 Use a smaller plate for your
meals.
 Watch out for those value
meals. Are they really a value?
In a recent article from the
American Cancer Institute they
compared cost of calories and
price. They found moving
from a small to medium bag of
movie theater unbuttered
popcorn costs about 71 cents
and 500 calories. That is a 23
percent increase in price but
provides 125 percent more
calories and two days worth of
saturated fat. It costs 8 cents
more to purchase a
McDonalds Quarter Pounder
with cheese, small fries and
small pop (890 calories)
separately than to buy the
Quarter Pounder with Cheese
large Extra Value Meal which is
1380 calories. Just something
to think about. What are you
really saving and what are the
true cost?

Tea Time!  Brewing a Tasty (& Healthy!) Cup of Tea
Alice Henneman, MS, RD
Extension Educator
Sipping on a cup of tea can
be a comforting (and healthy!)
practice. Tea, both black and
green, contains antioxidants that
may, among other things, help
protect against cancer and heart
disease. While tea is not recommended as a replacement for
fruit and vegetables, teas
antioxidant activity has been
compared to that of fruit and
vegetables in a number of
studies.
Now is a great time to enjoy
a hot and healthy cup of tea. If
youve been making tea that
tastes like lukewarm dishwater,
some of these suggestions may
help you.

1. Start with Fresh
Cold Water

Use fresh cold water rather
than hot tap water or water that
has already been heated for
making your tea. Hot tap water
and reheated water have less
oxygen and give a flatter
flavor. Let the water run from
the tap for a few seconds to
incorporate more oxygen. Unless
the directions for your tea state
otherwise, heat about 8-ounces
of water for each cup of tea you
plan to make.
TIP: Use bottled or filtered
water if your regular tap water
has an unpleasant flavor.

2. Preheat Teapot or
Cup
While waiting for your
water to heat, preheat the teapot
or cup in which your tea bag(s)
or loose tea will be steeped by
filling it with hot water. Its OK
to use hot tap water for preheating. If the heated water for your

tea is poured into a cold teapot
or cup, the water temperature
may drop several degrees and
decrease the flavor extraction
from the tea.
TIP: If steeping tea directly
in a cup, you may wish to cover
the cup both while warming it
with hot water and while the tea
is brewing to retain the heat.
Your saucer is a possibility for a
cover. You also can purchase tea
mugs with lids.

4. Brew at Correct
Time/Temperature

Follow the directions that
come with your tea for the
recommended brewing time and
temperature.
Generally, for black teas 
bring the water to a rolling boil.
Immediately pour the boiling
water over the tea. Allow black
tea to steep for 3 to 5 minutes.
For green tea, which is
more delicate than black tea, use
3. Use Correct Amount water that is about 160 to 180
degrees F or just below boiling.
of Water and Tea
At this temperature, you will see
some steam rise from the water.
As a general guideline, use
about 1 tea bag or 1 teaspoon of This lower temperature helps
loose tea per 8-ounce cup of tea. protect against a bitter or
astringent taste in green tea.
Check package directions. If
your tea is too strong, add more Brew green tea for about 3
minutes, or as directed on the
hot water after your tea has
brewed. If your tea is too weak, package. TIP: If heating your
either use more tea or less water water for green tea in a whistling
tea kettle, flip back or remove
the next time you make tea.
the whistle section so you can

see when steam starts rising
from the spout.
TIP: Avoid letting tea over
steep  this also can make it
bitter. It may be helpful to use a
timer in brewing your tea  the
color of the tea isnt necessarily
an indicator of the teas taste.

5. Dont Overcrowd
Loose Tea
If you use loose tea leaves
rather than tea bags, your tea
will taste best if the leaves have
some room to expand. Place the
tea leaves directly into a teapot
and strain the brewed tea with a
fine mesh strainer into your
cups. Or use a basket infuser or
a large tea ball in your teapot or
cup. A tea ball or basket infuser
should be filled no more than
half full with tea so the leaves
have room to expand for the
best flavor.
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FAMILY COMMUNITY EDUCATION (FCE) CLUBS

Presidents Notes  Janets Jargon
and drink to cost less than $10.
Club presidents please bring
your Tune Out Violence Sheets;
there are new forms this
year which you should
Greetings FCE
have received in your
members and families.
re-organizational
I hope this finds all of
packets in September. If
you snug and warm
you need more call Pam,
despite our recent
441-7180, and she will mail
snow and cold. Mother
Nature really flexed her snow you more forms. The pledges do
make a difference and, hopemuscle big time, forcing
fully, it will help to eliminate
cancellation of the January
Council meeting and some of another Janet Jackson episode
again.
the early February club
Program plans for the
meetings. That means we
have a lot of business for our Sizzling Summer Sampler must
March meeting and there will get under way soon. The
committee needs your ideas to
not be a program.
make this July 12 event fun and
Salt Creek Circle and
interesting.
Beltline clubs will host the
The Scholarship Committee
March 22 meeting at the
Green Gateau, 330 South 10th will be distributing applications
Street at 12:45. Plan on lunch soon with a return deadline of
Janet Broer
2004 FCE Council President

April 1. Mention this scholarship to your youthful acquaintances who are students; it
would be great to have several
applicants.
Heritage Skills items will
be due at the March Council
meeting. This year the categories to be judged are Creative
Writing, Glasswork, Painting
and Hand Stitchery. I am
hoping each club will submit
at least three items for this
competition. So many of you
are extremely talented and
creative. Category winners
will have their items sent to
State Convention in October
and I really want our county
to be well represented.
Plan now to attend our
March 22 Council meeting
with lunch at the Green
Gateau. See you then.

FCE News & Events

Chance will be presented by
Alice Henneman, extension
educator, Tuesday, March 23, 1
The FCE Council meeting p.m.
Today consumers have a
will be Monday, March 22 at
the Green Gateau, 330 South variety of food choices due to
10 at 12:45 p.m. The business new technologies used in food
processing. Improper handling
meeting will follow lunch.
Items for the cultural arts of food may create a chance for
a food borne illness. This
contest should be brought to
program will focus on a new
this meeting.
technologyfood irradiation.
All FCE members are
Food irradiation may be used on
invited to attend. Please call
foods such as ground beef to
Pam at 441-7180 to register
destroy harmful bacteria.
by March 19. (LB)
Consumers may not know the
choices or chances associated
Leader Training
with new technologies.
Non-FCE members should
Lesson March 23
call Pam at 441-7180 to register
so materials can be prepared.
The April leader training
(LB)
lesson, Food: Choice or

Council Meeting
March 22

FCE Scholarship
Applications Due
April 1

A $300 scholarship
provided by the Lancaster
County FCE Council is
available for a graduate of a
high school in Lancaster
County or a permanent
resident of Lancaster County
majoring in family and
consumer science or a health
occupation. This is open to
full-time students beginning
their sophomore, junior or
senior year of college in the
fall of 2004 or who have
completed two quarters of
study in a vocational school.
Applications are due April 1
in the extension office. (LB)

How to Develop a Positive Attitude Each Day
 Wake up to soft and pleasant
music  dont use a loud
alarm clock.
 Allow yourself enough time to
prepare for the days activities.
Dont get up at the last
moment.
 Think about positive things you
expect to accomplish today.
 Eat a healthy breakfast. Dont
drug yourself with coffee or
cigarettes.
 Discuss your plans for the day
with your partner.
 Each day, find some positive
feature about your partner and
compliment him/her on it.

Obstacles to
Developing a Positive
Attitude

 Ignoring the positive 
focusing on one negative and
forgetting about all the positives.

 Exaggerating  overestimat- Setting Yourself Up for
ing problems and underestiSuccess
mating abilities.
 Overgeneralizing  taking an  Avoid perfectionism  try to
recognize falling short of
isolated event and assuming it
perfection is not failure.
always happens.
 Focus on the future  you
 Personalizing  thinking
cant change the past, but if
everything revolves around
you decide where you want to
you.
go in the future, you will give
 Either/or thinking  seeing
yourself the best chance of
things as mutually exclusive,
getting there. Always aim high,
even when theyre not.
and you too will make it a
 Jumping to conclusions 
winning life. (LB)
drawing conclusions from
limited information.

by Lorene Bartos, Extension Educator
Liquid laundry detergents are especially effective on
food, greasy and oily soils. Since they are liquids, they are
good for pretreating spots and stains.
Powder laundry detergents are especially effective for
lifting out clay and ground-in dirt, thus they are ideal for
childrens play clothes. They can also be used to pretreat, by
making a paste of detergent and water. (LB)

National Poison
Prevention Week is
March 21-26

National Poison Prevention
Week is March 2126. The
theme is Children Act Fast...So
Do Poisons. Unintentional
poisonings kill about 30 children
and prompt more than 1 million
calls to the nations poison
center. Keeping children safe in
the home is important not only
for those who have small
children but for those who may
have children visit. Household
products can be poisonous some
examples are
 MEDICINES: Aspirin, acetaminophen, tranquilizers, sleeping
pills and iron pills.
 HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS:
Moth balls, furniture polish,
drain cleaners, weed killers,
insect or rat poisons, lye, paint
thinners, dishwasher detergent,
antifreeze, windshield washer
fluid, gasoline, kerosene and
lamp oil.
The following safety tips are
important for all families.
 Keep harmful products locked
up and out of your childs

sight and reach.
 Use safety latches or locks on
drawers and cabinets where
you keep dangerous items.
 Call medicine by its correct
name. You do not want to
confuse the child by calling
medicine candy.
 Always replace the safety caps
immediately after use.
 Never leave alcohol within a
childs reach.
 Keep products in their original
containers. Never put nonfood products in food or drink
containers.
 Read labels with care before
using any product.
 Check your home often for old
medications and get rid of
them by flushing them down
the toilet.
 Call the poison center immediately in case of poisoning.
Children are curious and
they act fast. So do poisons.
Poisonings can, and must, be
prevented. (LB)

Call FAST to treat a
poisoning!
Call FIRST to prevent a
poisoning!

1-800-222-1222
IN NEBRASKA & WYOMING

(402) 955-5555
IN OMAHA

24 Hours a Day  6 Days a Week
Keep this number posted near your phone!

CHARACTER COUNTS! CORNER
Responsibility

Saturday, April 17, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Lancaster Extension Education Center

Featured speaker will be Ron Willis, Mental Health
Consultant - Green Porch Swing Productions

A conference for those
who provide child care.

For a conference flyer call extension at
441-7180 or Family Service at 441-7949.
Cost is $10. Preregistration is due April 9.
In-service hours will be given for this conference.

Life is full of choices...Being responsible means being in
charge of our choices, and thus, our lives.
Responsibility requires us
to recognize what we do
and what we dont do
matters and we are
morally responsible
for the consequences of our
choices. (LB)
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White sage

tall plant has bright, white
flowers that cover the small
silvery leaves in May. Snow-insummer is ideally suited for
pockets in rock walls or other
dry sites. However, it is not
tolerant of long periods of
summer heat and humidity.
A biennial with silver foliage
is rose campion (Lychnis
coronaria). Rose campion has
showy rose, white or red
flowers that contrast with the
silver-green leaves. Flowers are
produced profusely in summer
on open, airy plants that are 2 to

3 feet tall. Plants often reseed
assuring their place in the garden
for several years.
Other sun-loving perennials
with silver foliage include:
yarrow (Achellia Coronation
Gold), butterfly bush
(Buddleia davidiana) and wooly
thyme (Thymus). In addition,
there are shade-loving perennials
with silver foliage markings.
They are lungworts (Pulmonaria
saccharata) and yellow archangel (Galeobdolon luteum).
(MJF)

J.S. Peterson, USDA-NRCS PLANTS Database

Gary A. Monroe, USDA-NRCS PLANTS Database

flowers.
Another group of perennials
that are grown primarily for
foliage are the artemisias.
White sage (Artemsia
ludoviciana) grows to 3 feet tall
and often spreads quickly in the
garden. The

Snow-in-summer

Gary A. Monroe, USDA-NRCS PLANTS Database

wooly gray foliage on long
stems dries well and is
often used in flower
arrangements. In contrast,
silver mound artemisia
(Artemsia schmidtiana)
grows 15 inches tall and
remains in clumps. Its
foliage is finely dissected
and delicate in comparison
to white sage. Both
artemisias flower in late
summer, but the whitishyellow flowers are often of
little consequence.
The lavender-blue
flowers on Russian sage
(Perovskia atriplicifolia) are
one of its most ornamental
features. In late summer
the flowers compliment the
gray, aromatic foliage.
Plants grow 4 feet tall and
3 feet wide. If allowed to
remain, the silvery stems
and leaves will stand in the
garden through much of the
winter.
Another groundcover
perennial with metallic foliage is
snow-in-summer (Cerastium
tomentosum). This 6 to 8 inch
J.S. Peterson, USDA-NRCS PLANTS Database

Silver or gray is an
interesting color in the
landscape. Similar to white,
silver has the ability to
soothe and blend with other
colors. Yet unlike white,
metallic colors often
contrast or stand out in
green landscapes. Visualize
how Colorado blue spruce
(Picea) or dusty miller
(Cineraria) shine in their
surroundings. There are
many perennials that have
the same ability to sparkle in
your garden. As an added
benefit, many silver foliage
plants prefer full sun with
dry soils making them
excellent summer tolerant
performers in the garden.
Lambs ear (Stachys
byzantina) is one of the
most recognizable of silver
foliage perennials. The
whitish hairs that cover each leaf
give the plant a soft covering
and gray appearance. This
perennial groundcover is grown
primarily for its foliage. The
cultivar Silver Carpet is noted
for its consistent silver coloring,
low-growing habit and lack of

Cass County Extension/North Dakota State University

Perennials with Silver Foliage

Lambs ear

Garden
Guide

Things to do this month

Some annuals, such as verbenas, snapdragons and petunias, take
70 to 90 days to bloom. They should be started indoors in early
spring.
Buy some new perennials for your flower border. Spring is a good
time to renew and add variety to your landscape.
Complete the pruning of shrubs, ornamental trees before growth
starts, except for spring flowering shrubs. Prune those which
bloom in spring as soon as they finish flowering.
Start transplants indoors of tomatoes, peppers and eggplant.
Do not plow your garden when the soil is wet. It will form clods
which are difficult to break up and interfere with cultivation during
the summer.
Plan your vegetable garden on a sheet of paper to utilize the space
most efficiently. Remember to rotate the vegetables in the garden to
reduce insect and disease problems.
Buy a notebook and use it to keep all your gardening information.
List what you plant in the garden. Include the name of seed
companies, plant name, variety, planting date and harvest date.
During the growing season keep notes on how well the plant does.
If the variety is susceptible to disease, record what was used to
treat any problems. All this information will be helpful in planning
future gardens.
Pick a permanent spot for herbs in the garden.
If you have not done it already, check stored tools and outdoor
furniture for signs of rust. Remove any surface rust with steel wool
and paint with rust-inhibitive paint.
Turn the compost pile.
Place birdhouses built this winter outdoors this month. Birds will
begin looking for nesting sites soon. (MJF)

Russian sage

Rose campion

Pruning Mature Deciduous Shrubs
growth shades the rest of
Correct pruning is one
the plant, which gradually
of the most essential of all
loses its lower foliage and
management practices for
becomes sparse and
shrubs in the home landspindly looking. You can
scape. Proper pruning will
maintain plants at a given
help keep shrubs vigorous,
height and width for years
maintain them in proper shape
by thinning out. This
and form for a desirable landThinned out (or maintenance) pruning
method of pruning is best
scape effect and add years to
done with hand pruning
their usefulness.
done by cutting off a branch
shears, not hedge shears. Thin
Prune deciduous shrubs to
out the oldest and tallest stems
maintain natural habit of growth; where it is attached to the main
first.
remove dead, diseased or broken stem. This method, the least
conspicuous of all type of
Older shrubs that have
branches; promote flower and
pruning, is best used on plants
become too large or contain
fruit development; and encourthat are too dense. To develop
considerable unproductive wood
age vigorous growth of plants.
should be rejuvenated. Prune the
With most shrubs, the ideal time branches that grow toward the
outside of the plant, remove the plant by cutting off the oldest
to prune is during the dormant
inward growing branches and
branches at the ground, leaving
season, before new growth
begins. Spring flowering shrubs, prune to an outward facing bud only the young stems. If there
or branch. Prune branches at the are not many younger stems,
such as forsythia and lilac,
point of attachment to another
remove the older wood over a
should be pruned shortly after
branch or back to a bud.
three year period to maintain the
flowering to avoid removing
Pruning just above a bud
overall shape of the plant. New
next years flower buds. Prune
prevents dieback of the stem,
shoots that develop can be cut
shrubs that bloom after the end
and a new branch will develop
back to various lengths by the
of June in the winter or spring
thinning out method, which
before new growth starts. These from the bud. Shearing causes
encourages the development of
plants develop their flower buds dense growth to develop at the
strong branches. Plants that
during the spring growth period. end of the branches. Such
often become overgrown and
Shrubs that bloom on current
benefit from rejuvenation
seasons growth include roseinclude forsythia, honeysuckle,
of-Sharon.
spirea, viburnum, weigela and
In general, most deciduother fast growing types. These
ous shrubs should be thinned
plants, if extensively overgrown,
out rather than sheared or cut
severely weakened or otherwise
back. Thinning out prevents
unhealthy, can be cut back to the
excessive or unsightly branch
ground but may not bloom for
formation at the top of the
one or several years, depending
plant and maintains the natural
Rejuvenation pruning
on the rate of regrowth. (MJF)
habit of growth. Thinning is
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How Does Your Mushroom
Garden Grow?

Robert L. Anderson, USDA Forest Service, www.forestryimages.org

If youre the type of person
who likes to sit around and watch
the grass grow during the summer,
you might get a kick out of growing your own mushrooms
this winter. Generally, this
project is fairly simple. But,
its almost like having a pet
dog at home, since mushrooms need attention about
two or three times a day. Did
you know mushrooms are
more closely related to dogs
than to plants?
An easy way to get
started is to buy a mushroom growing kit. The kits
include a hunk of some sort
of wood product, either
pressed sawdust or a log,
thats laced with spawn
(fungal threads used to start
mushroom beds). A plastic
bag may be included, as
well. Your task will be to
soak the wood and spawn
for a period of time, cover it
with the plastic bag and keep
it moist for several weeks by
spraying it with spring water.
Dont plan to take any long trips
during this time, unless you have a
really reliable friend wholl take
care of your silent, sedentary pet.

Shiitake mushroom

If you ever wondered how those
little buttons suddenly appear,
seemingly overnight, heres your
chance to watch this miracle.
The kits cost $20 to $35, and
usually two or three rounds of
mushrooms can be harvested from
one chunk of wood. The second
batch is usually more prolific than
the first. Shiitake (Lentulina
edodes), oyster (Pleurotus spp.)
and Enokitake (Flammulina
velutipes) are a few of the more
common choices. These mushrooms are considered safe to eat,

but a few people may have allergic
reactions to them.
Shiitake, also known as the
black mushroom, is commonly
used in Asian cooking. It can be
found fresh or dried in many
grocery stores or specialty shops.
Its not found in nature in the
United States, but many people
cultivate this mushroom commer-

fruits outdoors during the winter,
as well as other seasons. It also
decays dead and dying wood,
similar to oyster mushrooms. But
Enoki mushrooms look very
different from oyster mushrooms
since they have a central stem and
a typical cap. Another name for
Enoki is velvet foot because the
lower part of the stem is dark and
velvety. Cultivated versions
of this mushroom have
long, skinny stems and tiny
caps, both of which are
almost white. In nature,
though, Enoki tends to be
brownish. Enoki is thought
to be good for liver health
and, like Shiitake and oyster
mushrooms, supposedly
promotes immune system
health and fights tumors.
The following companies and others sell kits for
growing mushrooms at
home.
 Fungi Perfecti,
www.fungi.com
 Fungus Among Us, Inc.,
www.fungusamongus.com
 Mushroom People,
www.mushroompeople.com
Many beautiful mushrooms exist, including ones
that look like little orange
cups, yellow gumdrop shapes, red
discs with eyelashes around the
edges and dozens more. If you are
interested in learning more about
mushrooms, several books are
available.
 Mushrooms Demystified, by
David Arora, Ten Speed Press,
Berkeley, California
 All That the Rain Promises and
More, by David Arora, Ten
Speed Press, Berkeley, California
 Mushrooms of North America,
by Orson Miller, Chanticleer
Press, New York, New York
 Mushrooms and Other Fungi of
the Midcontinental United States,
by D.M. Huffman, L.H. Tiffany
and G. Knaphus, Iowa State
University Press, Ames, Iowa.
If you decide to grow your
own mushrooms, you may find its
not really like watching the grass
grow, but instead like witnessing
the blooming of a summer rose.
Robert L. Anderson, USDA Forest Service, www.forestryimages.org

Barbara Ambruzs
Extension Plant Pathologist
Iowa State University Extension

Oyster mushrooms

cially outdoors, so its possible this
fungus will eventually become a
part of our landscape.
For thousands of years this
tasty mushroom was used medicinally. Studies are currently
being conducted to determine its effects on tumors,
viruses, high cholesterol
and other ailments.
Oyster mushrooms can
be found just about anywhere in the United States.
This fungus helps to
decompose dead and dying
elm, oak and sycamore
trees. Oyster mushrooms
tend to be pale in color,
creamy white or light gray,
for example. They are
shelf-like in shape instead
of the typical button shape
of most supermarket
mushrooms. For centuries, people
have used this mild-tasting mushroom for its
health benefits.
Its thought to
improve cardiovascular health,
fight tumors and
boost the
immune system.
Enokitake or
Enoki is also
known as the
winter mushroom since it

Enoki mushrooms

Pasture Management is March Rural Living Clinic
The University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension is presenting
a series of seminars entitled
Acreage Insights -- Rural Living
Clinics to help acreage owners
manage their rural living environment. Pasture Management is the
third in the series, to be held March
20 from 9 to 11 a.m. at the
Lancaster Extension Education
Center, 444 Cherrycreek Road,
Lincoln.
Properly managed pastures

reduce the need for weed control
and increase production and
profitability. Learn how to select
the right species of grasses and
legumes for your site and species
of livestock and how you can use
fertility, watering systems, and
grazing management to your
advantage.
Preregistration is $10 per
person, and must be received 3
working days before the program.
Late registration is $15 per person.

If a minimum number of registrations are not received, clinics will
be cancelled and preregistered
participants will receive a full
refund.
For information about each of
the programs in the workshop
series or for a registration form,
call the extension office for a
brochure or go online at
lancaster.unl.edu/hort/Programs/
AcreageInsightsClinics.htm.
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TREE TIPS

Beware of Misleading
Tree Advertisements

Many homeowners come down with the spring
planting itch in late-winter. Thumbing through spring
nursery catalogs for garden seeds, flowers, trees and
shrubs helps break the winter monotony and satisfy
the itch.
Seasonal magazines and newspapers are full of
advertisements for shade and ornamental trees, but
beware of ads that proclaim super trees. Super trees
usually have faults that should be investigated before
purchase.
Each year it seems a new super tree is promoted. Unsuspecting buyers are lured by vivid
descriptions of amazing growth and beauty. Generally, these ads refer to the tree by scientific name
only or by an unfamiliar species. These advertisements are full of exaggerations, such as the tree
soars into a magnificent tree in just one year. Also,
price is often exorbitant for the size and species of
tree being promoted.
Two examples of super trees advertised in the
past are Ulmus pumila and Royal Paulownia. Its true
both trees grow rapidly. However, Ulmus pumila is
the scientific name for common Siberian elm which
is non-native, short-lived, susceptible to heavy elm
leaf beetle infestations and has brittle branches that
break easily in storms. Royal Paulownia, or Empress
Tree, isnt adapted to Nebraskas climate. It grows
rapidly, but usually dies to the ground each winter in
Nebraska.
Learn the characteristics of the tree before
purchase to assure it meets your objectives. Contact
a reputable nursery or a cooperative extension office
before purchase.
Source: Dennis Adams, Nebraska Forest Service, NU/IANR (DJ)

Prevent Trees from
Becoming Casualties
of Construction
Trees can be casualties of construction if
measures arent taken to protect them.
Visible injuries, such as broken branches and
wounds to the trunk, are permanent but its the
damage to the root system that can be fatal for trees.
Construction equipment is usually responsible
for breaking branches, tearing bark and wounding
trees. Tree roots often are severed as a result of the
digging and trenching necessary to construct a
house or install underground utilities.
Know the potential for damage by understanding
where roots grow. Roots of mature trees extend far
from the tree trunk, typically growing a distance of
one to three times the height of the tree. The amount
of damage trees suffer from root loss depends on
how close the cut is made in relation to the tree.
Cutting a major root can cause 520 percent loss of
the root system.
Additionally, soil compaction caused by heavy
equipment used in construction may inhibit root
growth. When soil is compacted, the amount of pore
space is greatly reduced and roots dont have room
to grow. Oxygen in the soil that is essential to the
growth and function of the roots also is decreased in
compacted soil.
One of the easiest ways to prevent damage to
tree exteriors or roots is to hire a professional
arborist to work with builders in planning the
construction. An arborist can access trees in the
construction area, determine which are healthy and
structurally sound and suggest measures to preserve
and protect them.
Set up construction fences around all of the
trees that are to remain in the area. Fences should be
placed as far from tree trunks as possible. No
digging, trenching or other soil disturbance should be
allowed in the fenced area.
Allow only one access route on and off property
and specify storage areas for equipment, soil and
construction materials. Limit areas for burning,
cement wash-out pits and construction work zones.
These areas should be away from protected trees.
Write all of the measures intended to protect
trees into the construction specifications. Also
include fines and penalties for violations. (DJ)
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Fair Books to be Mailed Mid-March

In an effort to save money, the Lancaster County 4-H/
FFA and Open Class Fair Books will be combined into one
newsprint publication. Fair Books will be mailed mid-March
to all 4-Hers and previous Open Class exhibitors. The 4-H/
FFA portions of the Fair Book will also be posted online at
lancaster.unl.edu. Note: there are substantial changes in the
Fair Book again this year, so please look over carefully.

New this Year  Horse Static Exhibits

Please note that two Horse Poster Classes have been
added. One is Create a Virtual Horse and one should feature
some aspect of the horse (history of the horse, breeds, care,
parts, safety, etc.) These are county only exhibits with no
state fair entry.

New this Year  Rabbit Breed ID Class

A new Breed Identification Class has been added to the
County Fair. This class is designed for 4-Hers to improve
their knowledge on different breeds of rabbits. Each exhibitor
must correctly identify ten breeds, including variety (color),
during the scheduled time. Points are awarded for each
correctly answered ID. Resource material is the ARBA
Standard of Perfection.

Seeking Table Setting Contest
Superintendents
Do you appreciate creativity and do you like to work
with youth? Two volunteers are needed to join one veteran
superintendent to help facilitate the Table Setting Contest held
during the Lancaster County Fair. If interested, please call
Tracy at 441-7180 or e-mail her at tkulm1@unl.edu. (TK)

Swine Superintendent Still Needed

A swine superintendent is still needed for this years
Lancaster County Fair. If interested or have any suggestions,
call Deanna Karmazin at 441-7180.

4-H & Youth
Spring Rabbit Clinic
& Open House
March 4

A 4-H Rabbit Clinic and
Open House will be held Thursday, March 4 from 6:309 p.m.
at the Lancaster Extension
Education Center, 444
Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln.
Sessions include: Judging,
showmanship, quiz bowl, breed
ID contest and static exhibits.
This clinic is provided free
for anyone interested in learning
more about the 4-H Rabbit
program. For more information,
call Marty at 441-7180.

Spring Rabbit Show
March 6

The 4-H Spring Rabbit
Show will be held Saturday,
March 6 at the Lancaster
Extension Education Center.
Registration is 7:308:30 a.m.
and the show begins at 9 a.m.
Show is open to all youth.
There will be a Pee Wee Class
for youth age 7 and under to
show any breed/any age rabbit.
New is a Rabbit ID Contest!
Show will also include Showmanship and a Quiz Bowl.
Registration fees are $2.5 per
rabbit or cavy and $1.50 for
showmanship. Trophies and
ribbons will be awarded! For
more information, call Rodney at
782-2186 or Marty at 441-7180.
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4-H Speech Contest
March 14

The 4-H Speech Contest will
be Sunday, March 14 at 1:30
p.m. at the State Capitol. (Note:
date and location is confirmed!)
Contest is open to 4-Hers 8
and up, irrespective of project
enrollment. In addition to
speeches, youth may give Public
Service Announcements (PSAs).
Entries are due March 5.
For more information, call
Deanna at 441-7180. (DK)

Leather Tooling
Workshop March 16
A Leather Tooling workshop
will be held Tuesday, March 16,
7 p.m. Youll learn how to use
basic leather tools, the principles
of good design and go home
with a simple leather project. To
RSVP, call 441-7180 by March
12. (TK)

4-H Leader Training
April 13
Want to learn some new and
innovative ideas for your 4-H
club? Then plan to attend the
4-H Leader Training Tuesday,
April 13, 9:30 a.m. or 7 p.m. at
the Lancaster Extension Education Center. Please bring your
questions, concerns and success
stories. To RSVP, call 441-7180
by Friday, April 9. (TK)

4-H Club Officer
Training April 19
Mark your calendars now
for the upcoming April 19, 6:30
p.m. 4-H Club Officer Training.
All 4-H members are encouraged
to attend! Everyone will discover
how to conduct a meeting and
use parliamentary procedure.
4-H members will also have an
opportunity to participate in a
mock meeting. (TK/DK)

Upcoming 4-H Trap
Team Practices

4-H Shooting Sports trap
team practices will be Mondays
and Wednesdays at Ikes Range,
South of Hwy 2 on 134 Street
from 3:30 p.m. to dusk.
The State Trap Meet is at
Doniphan: Juniors  April 29;
Seniors  April 30; Handicap 
May 2.
Contact Dick Marshall at
423-5719 for more information.

Upcoming BB Shooting
Sport Practices

BB Shooting Sports 4-H
members will have practices at 7
p.m. at the Lancaster Extension
Education Center, on the following days: Tuesday, Feb. 24,
Thursday, March 11 and Tuesday, March 16. If you have
questions, contact Gene Veburg
at 421-1274. (TK)

Corrections to 2004 4-H Calendar

Please note the following corrected dates/times to the 2004 4-H Calendar printed in the February
Nebline, especially the Aug. 2 County Fair Static Exhibit Entry Day
April 18
June 2829
July 28
July 16
Aug. 2

Teen Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 p.m.
PASE/Life Challenge, UNL East Campus
County Fair 4-H Style Revue Judging, Event Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 a.m.
County Fair Demonstration Contest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 p.m.
Entry Day for County Fair Static Exhibits, Event Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-8 p.m.

2003 Outstanding 4-H Club Awards

The Lincoln Center Kiwanis Club presents Outstanding 4-H Club Awards to the top 4-H clubs participating in the Lancaster County Fair. There are three categories based on number of club members. One category winner is awarded the Wayne C. Farmer memorial cup as the overall Outstanding 4-H Club for the year.
Clubs receive points based on all members total county fair exhibit and contest placings. Clubs receiving the highest total points in their respective category are
recognized as category winners. The overall Outstanding 4-H Club is determined by averaging the score of each category winner.
The following clubs are the winners for the 2003 Lancaster County Fair: Shimmering Shamrocks, Sunshine Clover Kitties and Happy Go Lucky (see below).
The clubs were recognized at a recent Lincoln Center Kiwanis meeting as well as at 4-H Achievement Night. (See next NEBLINE for full Achievement Night
coverage.) Congratulations to the 2003 Outstanding 4-H Clubs!

The Shimmering Shamrocks 4-H Club of
Lincoln is the Category I winner (clubs with seven
members or less). They are also winners of the
Wayne C. Farmer trophy as overall Outstanding 4-H
Club for the year. This is the clubs fourth year.
Becky McHenry is the leader and there are four
assistant leaders.
The seven members were enrolled in 25 projects
and had 90 exhibits in the areas of foods, clothing,
home environment, aerospace, woodworking, child
care, small animals and financial management.
Members participated in style revue and demonstration contests.
The club is winning this award for the first time.

The Sunshine Clover Kitties 4-H Club of
Lincoln is the Category II winner (clubs with 8
12 members). Julie Thomson is the leader and
Leah Spencer is the assistant leader.
The eight members were enrolled in 25
projects and had 58 exhibits in the areas of
foods, clothing, bicycle, rabbit, photography,
child care, safety, entomology and home environment. The members participated in judging,
table setting, style revue, showmanship and
speech contests.
This club is winning the award for this
category for the first time. They were winners
in Category 1 in 2001 and 2002.

The Happy Go Lucky 4-H club of Bennet is
the Category III winner (clubs with 13 or more
members). This club completed its 62nd year.
John & Lori Bruss are the leaders and Ron
Dowding is the assistant leader.
The 39 members had 26 projects and had 219
exhibits. Members are involved in mainly livestock
projects such as sheep, swine, and beef, but are
also in a variety of other projects including
aerospace, foods, small engines, photography,
electricity, leather, clothing, welding, poultry,
goats, gardening and shooting sports. The members participated in judging, showmanship,
herdsmanship and carcass contests.
This club has won the award 14 times in this
category since 1989.
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4-H & Youth

Governors Ag
Unicameral Youth
Excellence Applications Conference June 13-16
The 4-H Unicameral Youth
Due March 17

The Governors Agricultural
Excellence Awards sponsored by
the Nebraska Investment
Finance Authority (NIFA)
recognize 4-H clubs for the
work of the individuals in the
club and the community service
work of the entire club.
Applications are available on
the 4-H Web site at 4h.unl.edu/
foundation and are due by
March 17. Clubs are encouraged
to e-mail their application to
dkarmazin2@unl.edu or submit
hard copies to the extension
office. For more information,
contact Deanna at 441-7180.

Nebraska Youth Beef
Leadership Symposium
April 1820

The Nebraska Beef Council
and the University of Nebraska
are hosting the first Annual
Nebraska Beef Leadership
Symposium.
This event will be held April
1820 at the University of
Nebraska. The targeted audience
is high school juniors and
seniors and community college
students. The purpose of this
event is to enhance your capabilities of becoming future
leaders in the beef industry
through leadership development
and industry education that
focuses on current industry
issues.
The cost of this event is
$50. If you are interested in
attending this awesome event,
please contact Deanna at
441-7180 for registration and
schedule information. (DK)

Conference 2004, held June 1316, offers youth the opportunity
to take on the role of a state
senator for four days during
which time they will debate bills,
discover how a bill becomes
law, learn about the importance
of compromise and improve
their debating skills.
The conference is open to
youth who will be in grades 8
11 next fall and will be held at
the Nebraska State Capitol and
UNL East Campus Burr Hall.
Registration cost is $125
(includes meals and housing). A
limited number of scholarships
are available. Register early 
last years conference filled up
fast! First-timer applications are
due April 1; applications for
returning youth are due March
1. For applications or more
information, visit 4h.unl.edu/kids
or call Robert Meduna at
472-9582.

New Group Forming:
4-H J Team
If there is enough interest,
Lancaster County 4-H will
establish a 4-H J Team which
would provide teens with handson journalism experiences.
Members would work with
local media to report on accomplishments of 4-Hers and clubs.
Opportunities could include
writing newspaper articles,
taking digital photos and giving
radio & TV PSAs or interviews.
4-Hers age 12 and above
who might be interested, please
contact Vicki Jedlicka at
441-7180.

Saltdogs National
Anthem Auditions
4-H night at the Lincoln
Saltdogs will be Friday, June 18.
4-Hers who are interested in
singing the National Anthem
prior to the game should contact
Vicki at 441-7180 by March 25.
Note: since the Saltdogs will
be playing the Winnipeg
Goldeyes, the person singing the
National Anthem will also sing
O Canada.
Look in future NEBLINES for
more information about 4-H
night at the Saltdogs!

Two State Volunteer
Forums in April
This years Nebraska State
4-H Volunteer Forum will be held
at the Eastern 4-H Center,
Gretna, on April 2 and 3. A
second forum will be held at the
Nebraska State 4-H Camp in
Halsey on April 23 and 24. A
committee of 4-H volunteers
from across the state developed
this conference to give leaders
an opportunity to network with
other 4-H leaders, exchange
successful 4-H programs among
4-H leaders and be introduced to
new areas and projects. There
will be numerous workshops
offering hands-on learning
experiences and new ideas and
programs designed to enhance
your club. Special early bird
registration is $60 if postmarked
by March 16. Registration
includes meals, snacks and
Friday nights lodging. Registration scholarships are available
from the 4-H Council. For more
information, contact Tracy at
441-7180 or log on at
www.4h.unl.edu . (TK)
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4-H Partners
with Libraries

The Lancaster County 4-H program will be working with
the Lincoln City Libraries this summer to spread the word
about 4-H and to promote reading.

Volunteer for Summer Reading Program

Middle-school-age 4-Hers are invited to spend time at a
library as a Summer Reading Program volunteer, helping other
children participate in summer reading by signing them up,
explaining the program and handing out stickers. They can
wear their 4-H T-shirts and answer questions about the 4-H
program. Scheduling is flexible and interested individuals
should contact his or her branch library directly starting April
1. Each branch will have a limited number of volunteer slots
for 4-Hers, so call early.

4-H Workshops: Paper Crafts and Wildlife

Another way 4-Hers and/or 4-H clubs can volunteer at
the Lincoln City Libraries is by presenting one of the following two workshops: paper crafts and Nebraska wildlife. 4-Hers
can team up in this effort. These workshops will be held in
June and July at the branch libraries. Call Tracy at 441-7180
if you are interested in this opportunity. Resource bags containing books, pamphlets and fair information have been created
to go with each presentation. These bags will be housed at the
Bennett Martin Public Library and will be available for check
out to 4-H members, leaders and the general public.

Rent Room Space

Did you know that your club can reserve community
room space for club meetings and activities? Bennett Martin
Public Library, Anderson Branch, Gere Branch, Eiseley
Branch and Walt Branch have community rooms available. To
reserve a community room, call Arlene at 441-8503 or go to
www.lcl.lib.ne.us and choosing Library Information. (TK)

Clover College will be June 2225

Presenters, volunteers and workshop ideas are needed! Call
Tracy Kulm at 441-7180 if youd like to contribute. Last year,
there were 27 workshops and over 300 registrations! (TK)

MARCH

Gene Veburg

ORSE BITS
Lancaster County Horse Judging
Team Places 4th at Nationals!

Last summer the team of Dana Hahn, Melissa Raisch,
Katy Cockerill and Esther Anderson, qualified to represent
the State of Nebraska at the National Judging Contest in
Denver. The team showed amazing dedication and improvement in the year and a half that they prepared for the contest.
They competed at various contests in Nebraska and Kansas
to practice. In addition, they received wonderful support
from local horse enthusiasts who let them hang around their
barns and learn from anyone willing to talk to them.
The girls, along with their coach Kala Ball, made the trip
in early January, where they as a team, placed fourth. What
an accomplishment and honor to rank in the top five nation
wide! All that hard work paid off, not only in placings at the
Nationals, but also in the lifetime horsemanship knowledge
and public speaking confidence gained. Congratulations!
A special thanks also to the Lancaster 4-H
Council and the Horse VIPs whose contributions
helped defray the team costs. (MC)

Dont Forget
the Stampede

The statewide 4-H
Horse Stampede will
be March 13 at the
Lancaster Event
Center - Exhibit Hall.
It is being held at the
same time at the Horse
Expo.
Lancaster County
will have three teams
competing in the quiz
bowl, one participant
in the public speaking,
one participant in the
horse demonstration
contest and two art
entries.
All 4-Hers in the
horse program are
encouraged to show
their support by
attending! It is also a
good way to see what
the fun is about and
consider competing
next year. Schedule
and information is at
animalscience.unl.edu/
horse/stampede.htm.

Lancaster County
4-H is proud to announce Gene Veburg as
winner of Marchs
Heart of 4-H Award in
recognition of outstanding volunteer service.
Gene has been a
4-H volunteer for 10
years. He is leader and
county fair superintendent of the Lancaster
County Shooting Sports
BB Gun/Pellet Rifle/
Pellet Pistol. He is coleader of the Cool
Clovers club with his
wife Sharlotte. (Their
children, Emily and
Michael, are members
of both clubs.) Gene is
also current president of
4-H Council and represents 4-H on the Lancaster County
Extension Board.
I like being a 4-H volunteer because the results of 4-H
Youth development work are lifelong, Gene says. I like
meeting 4-H alums and learning about their lives.
His favorite experience volunteering at the County Fair
was moving the fair to the Lancaster Event Center in 2001. He
says, Each years brings more opportunity for a better fair.
He lives in Lincoln and works at the Southeast Nebraska
Livestock Market near Palmyra as well as at The Fort Western
Catalog in Nebraska City. Gene is a past member of the
Lancaster County Ag Society (Fair Board) and past member of
the St. Andrews Lutherans church council.
Gene was a 4-H member in California and raised sheep as
a project.
Congratulations to Gene. Volunteers like him are indeed the
heart of 4-H!
To nominate your favorite 4-H volunteer or leader, submit the form available online at
lancaster.unl.edu/4h. Nominations of co-volunteers accepted.
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Spotlight on a Neighborhood: Hartley
north from 27 and 0 Street
boasted businesses and stores on
both sides of the wide street. A
grocery store at 33 and R Street,
now home to a local computer
Note: This article is part of business and a soft drink
a series spotlighting the various service, made deliveries all over
the city. The residents were a
Neighbors Working Together
vibrant mix of professionals and
(NWT) neighborhoods. NWT
tradespeople  the 1892 City
creates a supportive network
Directory lists lawyers, dentists,
facilitating leadership and
physicians, firemen, carpenters,
collaboration across 13 neighcontractors, a druggist, teachborhoods adjacent to both
ers, plasterers, grocers and
campuses of the University of
dressmakers, among others.
Nebraska.
A building boom in 1909
coincided with the establishment
In many ways, Hartley is
of the College of Agriculture
one of Lincolns best kept
secrets. Figuring prominently in nearby. Many new houses were
built. Hartley Elementary was the
the early history of the city the
first school to be built under the
neighborhood was named for
Board of Educations new
Ellis T. Hartley, the Superintenbuilding program, opening its
dent of Schools at the turn of
the last century. The Sunnyside doors in 1921. Although the
school was extensively renoAddition, located between 27
and 30 Street, from O to R, vated in 2001, most of its
original features remain.
began the development of the
While residents are strongly
area in 1885. By 1890, all of
aware of the historic roots of
Hartley had been platted to 42
Street. Today, Hartley is defined Hartley, they are committed to
planning its future. Recently, a
by the area north of O Street,
process has begun which invites
east of 27 Street, south of the
residents and businesses to
railroad tracks between 27 and
shape this plan along with the
33, and south of Vine Street
citys Urban Development
between 33 and 48 Street.
Like other older parts of the department. The effort includes
continuing revitalization,
city, Hartley has always supported a variety of uses. Prima- streetscape improvements and
the sensitive development of
rily a residential district, busibusinesses and services.
nesses, churches and city
Truly, Hartleys strengths
services have been close by to
today are similar to its past
fill area needs. By the early
1900s, a unique shopping district strengths; a dynamic resident
Barbara Cornelius
President, Hartley
Neighborhood Association

Nebraska Agricultural Youth Institute
Applications Due April 15
High school juniors and seniors are invited to take part in
the Nebraska Agricultural Youth Institute (NAYI) which will be
held July 1115. The NAYI is to help build leadership skills,
explore new aspects of agriculture and encourage young
people to become more involved with and remain in agriculture. The Institute takes place at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. All
meals, lodging and activities are
sponsored by the Nebraska Department of Agriculture. The only
expense for students is transportation
to and from the Institute. Applications
are due April 15. Contact extension
for an application, if interested. (LB)

2004 Master Conservationist Award
Nominations due April 1

Sponsored by the Omaha WorldHerald and the University of Nebraska
Institute of Agriculture and Natural
Resources; the Master Conservationist
program was established in 1983 to
recognize those who have excelled in
soil and water conservation. Award
categories include production agriculture, residential, community and youth.
Last year, the Norris FFA Chapter was
selected the winner in the 2003 Community Youth Group
category for their Safe Water Tomorrow Through Pollution
Prevention Today Project.
Guidelines for nominations can be obtained from the
extension office. For questions about nominations, please
contact Dick Fleming, Institute of Agriculture & Natural
Resources: 472-8742 or e-mail rfleming1@unl.edu
Award recipients will be recognized during a special
presentation at the Nebraska Association of Resource Districts
annual banquet Sept. 27, at the Kearney Holiday Inn, and will
be featured in the Omaha World-Herald on Sept. 26. Deadline
for nominations is April 1.

population supported by local
businesses, area recreational and
educational opportunities and a
convenient proximity to downtown. Additionally, the area is
increasingly diverse, both
ethnically and economically,
trends reflected in its businesses
and services.

Businesses

Area businesses and stores
are just as varied today as they
were at the turn of the last
century. Drugstores, restaurants,
hardware stores, groceries,
consignment shops, doctors,
dentists, insurance agencies,
among others offer needed
goods and services to local
residents. The North 27 Street
Business and Civic Association
promotes commercial and
improvement activities. Increasingly, the shopping district along
North 27 Street reflects the ethnic
diversity of the area  local
Asian, Eastern European, African
and Arabic-owned businesses
thrive alongside longtime icons
such as historic Wagey Drug at
27 and Vine Street. Next door,
Cycle Works serves cyclists
from all over Lincoln.

Gazebo at Hartley Park at 31st and R Street.

all residents. UNL East and City
campuses are within easy
walking and biking distance.

Services, Churches
and Recreation
Hartley residents have easy
access to community services
and recreational opportunities.
StarTran buses offer routes
downtown and elsewhere.
Hartley Elementary serves as a
community education center.
Churches include Sacred Heart,
Vine Street Missionary Baptist
and Faith United Methodist and
Christian & Missionary Alliance.
Neighborhood and nearby parks
include Peter Pan Park at 33 and
X Street, Hartley Park at 31 and
R Street (its tiny gazebo is not to
be missed) and Woods Park just
south at 33 and O Street.

houses and Arts and Crafts
bungalows coexist alongside
Victorian cottages and Prairie
style Foursquares. Newer
construction adheres to style
guidelines, ensuring that area
character is preserved.
Homeowners comprise about 65
percent of residents, renters
roughly 35 percent.

Neighborhood
Association

The Hartley Neighborhood
Association was first formed in
1976 and has continued to take
an active role in the evolution of
the neighborhood. The board
meets monthly to address
concerns and plan projects.
Activities include an annual
Education
clean-up, Yard of the Month
awards, newsletter publishing,
Several schools serve area
community planning and social
residents, including Sacred Heart
Housing
events. Goals include a historic
Catholic School, Hartley Elemendistrict and other initiatives. For
Hartley retains much of its
tary, Culler Middle and Northeast
historic character with examples more information, contact
High Schools. The Lincoln City
particularly from the first quarter Barbara or Michael Cornelius at
Libraries bookmobile visits
Hartley Elementary regularly for of the 20th century. Queen Anne info@hartleyneighborhood.org.

Environmental Awards Nominations Due March 19
Nominations are being
sought for the 2004 Lincoln/
Lancaster County Environmental
Awards. Do you know of an
individual, business, community
group, school or youth group
who deserves to be recognized
for their environmental stewardship efforts? If so, the Lincoln/
Lancaster County Health
Department and Lincoln Public
Works and Utilities Department,
co-sponsors of the Lincoln/
Lancaster County Environmental
Awards, are seeking nominations. Nomination forms are
available online at
www.ci.lincoln.ne.us/city/
health/environ/kllcb/awards.htm
or by calling Harry Heafer at
441-8035 or Gene Hanlon at
441-7043.

Awards are given in the
following categories:
 Pollution Prevention:
Preventing pollution and waste
from being created focusing on
toxic reduction.
 Waste Reduction and
Recycling: Reduction in the
amount of waste sent to the
landfill.
 Water Conservation: Reduction in water use, using water
conservation techniques.
 Cleanup/Beautification:
Improvement in an areas
visual quality.
 Residential/Commercial
Development: Reducing
waste during construction,
utilizing drought tolerant
landscaping, energy efficient or
green building techniques.

 Environmental Education/
Awareness: New or unique
efforts for providing or
supporting environmental
education programs; increasing
awareness about local environmental issues.
Nominations may be made
in more than one category if
appropriate.
Deadline for nominations is
March 19.
The Awards dinner will be
held on Friday, April 23, at the
Bryan Hospital Conference
Center, 48 & Cotner Street, at 7
p.m. The awards ceremony will
begin around 7:45 p.m. Reservations are $15 per person and
may be made by calling one of
the numbers listed.

Grantsmanship Training Scheduled for May 37
The Grantsmanship Training
Program will again be offered to
the Lincoln community May 3
7. The intensive, hands-on
workshop covers all aspects of
researching grants, writing
proposals and negotiating with
funding sources.
Designed for both novice
and advanced grant seekers, the
program participants are given
follow-up services, including
expert grant proposal reviews
for a full year following training.
To maximize personal attention,
the group size for the workshop
is limited.
Since 1997, Lancaster
County Extension has hosted the
Grantsmanship Training Program. Approximately 120

individuals representing various
Lincoln and area agencies have
participated to date.
For more information and to
register as early as possible,

contact The Grantsmanship
Center at (800) 421-9512 or go
to www.tgci.com. (GB)
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Miscellaneous

EXTENSION CALENDAR
All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Education Center unless otherwise noted.

MARCH

2
3
4
5
6
7
12
13
14
14
16
16
19
20
22
2223
23

4-H Council Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 p.m.
Nebraska Commercial Horticulture Clinic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 a.m.3 p.m.
4-H Rabbit Clinic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6:30 p.m.
Computerized Financial Record Keeping Workshop . . . . . . 9 a.m.4:30 p.m.
4-H Spring Rabbit Show . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 a.m. (7:30 registration)
4-H Teen Council Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 p.m.
Extension Board Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 a.m.
4-H Horse Stampede, Lancaster Event Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 a.m.
4-H Speech Contest, State Capitol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:30 p.m.
Dine Out for 4-H/CWF, Don & Millies, 5200 S. 56th Street . . . 11 a.m.4 p.m.
Dine Out for 4-H/CWF, McDonalds at 48th & Van Dorn . . . . . . . . . . . 58 p.m.
4-H Leather Tooling Workshop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 p.m.
earth wellness festival, Southeast Community College
Acreage Insights  Pasture Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 911 a.m.
FCE Council Meeting, Green Gateau, 330 S. 10th St. . . . . . . . . . . . . 12:45 p.m.
Beginning Beekeeping Workshop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6:309:30 p.m.
FCE & Community Leader Training Lesson  Food: Choice or Chance . 1 p.m.

Correction: 4-H Club
Involved in Holiday of
Trees in 1994

Dine Out for 4-Hs
CWF at McDonalds
on March 16

Big Red Summer
Academic Camps

Youth in grades 812 wont
Previously, THE NEBLINE
McDonalds at 48th and Van want to miss the Nebraska 4-Hs
Big Red Summer Academic
stated 2003 was the first year
Dorn is hosting a Dine Out for
4-H was involved in Heritage
4-Hs Citizen Washington Focus Camps to be held this summer at
League of Lincolns Holiday of
(CWF) group on March 16 from the University of NebraskaTrees.
58 p.m. 10 percent of all sales Lincoln!
Topics for the 12 fun, highA former 4-H leader, Cheryl will go to CWF to help pay for
energy
camps are: Culinology,
Goehring, has corrected us and
their 2005 trip to Washington
golf, foreign languages, movieprovided the following informa- D.C. You and your family can
making, fashion design, pizzation.
support CWF by dining out at
making, 3-D animation, horseIn December 1994, the
McDonalds during this time!
Silver Bullets 4-H club decorated Need not specify you are eating manship, web design/Flash,
information technology for girls,
a tree entitled Icicles and
for CWF.
Linux computer operating
Clovers for the Holiday of
systems, and theatre.
Trees. The club was invited to do
Wildlife Habitat
Participants will have
opportunities to get to know
Contest
Youth ages 818 are invited faculty and youth from throughout the state, explore the UNL
to join the fun at the 2004
campus, check out a particular
Wildlife Habitat Evaluation
Contest. Learn about the funda- career field, have fun, and much
mentals of wildlife management more!
Family members will be
and natural resources manageinvited
to a capstone event
ment through both the contest
where
participants
showcase
and associated programs.
their
work.
Additional benefits come from
Camps will be offered at
the development of leadership
various times in June and July.
capabilities and meeting youth
Costs range from $225$475 for
the tree because of an activity
and professionals from other
36 days. If you send in your
they had done to recycle the
parts of Nebraska. Intent to
applications to the extension
plastic holders that came on
participate is requested by
office by April 1, you have a
6-packs of pop. That year,
March 1. Early registration is
chance to get $100 off any
$2,844 in ticket sales was raised $40 and due by May 10. The
camp.
for Mad Dads.
contest will be held at Eastern
For more information, go to
We regret the oversight and Nebraska 4-H Camp near Gretna
bigredcamps.unl.edu or contact
salute the Silver Bullets for their on June 4 and 5. For more
Peggy Jeffries at 472-2805 or
part in Lancaster Countys 4-H
information, please contact
pjeffries1@unl.edu.
history!
Tracy at 441-7180 (TK)

4-H Summer Camp Positions Open

What are your plans for the
summer? Why not spend it
outdoors working with kids,
having fun and developing
leadership skills?
The three 4-H Camps in
Nebraska are currently accepting
applications for our paid and
volunteer summer positions.
The South Central 4-H Center,
Alma; Eastern Nebraska 4-H
Center, Gretna; and Nebraska
State 4-H Camp, Halsey; are
currently recruiting over 200
youth ages 15 and older to serve
as camp staff, cabin mentors
and camp counselors.
As a member of the 4-H
Camp program team youll be
trained to help lead active,
hands-on, fun and cooperative
outdoor programming at our
modern camp facilities. You may
become a leader to a cabin unit
and lead or assist canoeing,
tubing, swimming, climbing, zip
line, ropes course, shooting

sports, arts, biking, environment
education, campfire, backpacking, fishing and many more
programs.
You may apply for a variety
of positions:
 Camp Staff  Salaried
youth ages 18 and older who
lead camp programs. Spend
mid-May to August working full
time to provide day to day
leadership of camp activities and
teaching groups of all ages.
 Cabin Mentors  Youth
ages 17 and older who provide
cabin supervision and assist in
leading camp programs. Mentors receive an honorarium for
their service and are scheduled
according to their availability.
Perfect for high school youth
who need a fun getaway from
their full time summer job.
Mentor for a few days or for the
entire summer.
 Camp Counselors 
Youth ages 15 and older who

assist with cabin supervision and
leading of camp programs. Join
over 150 volunteer teens in
providing valuable leadership to a
group of campers by day and
assist with cabin supervision at
night. Camp counselors are
scheduled according to their
availability and counseling is a
fantastic leadership experience
for any young person.
All positions may provide
valuable college or high school
credit. Mentors and counselors
may earn volunteer community
service hours required to
graduate from some high
schools. Great fun and school
credit, its a win-win for our
campers and you!
Application are accepted
until all positions are filled.
More information and
applications are available on the
Nebraska 4-H Web Site at
4h.unl.edu.
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Can You Guess It?

ALL-AMERICAN
SELECTIONS
continued from page 1

Petunia Limbo Violet

Did you guess it? Find out at

lancaster.unl.edu

Did you guess it from the February NEBLINE? The answer was the
feathers of a 3-week old chicken.

Latest U.S. Drought Monitor Map
As of Feb. 10, Lancaster County is in abnormally dry conditions.

plant. The habit is restricted.
Limbo Violet plants become
mounds which, at times, are
completely covered with blossoms. The ultimate plant size is
only 6 to 7 inches tall, spreading
10 to 12 inches. Limbo Violet
is designed for small space
gardens such as urban residences or formal gardens
requiring neat, tidy plants. At 3
inches or larger, Limbo Violet
blooms are huge but recover
quickly from severe weather.
Plants are virtually maintenancefree, no pinching needed.

Melon Amy

Melon F1
Amy
For the most recent map, visit
www.drought.unl.edu/dm
Source: National Drought Mitigation Center, University of Nebraska

Vegetable Award Winner
There is a trend for gardeners to grow the most flavorful,
exotic vegetables from around
the world. Amy is one of these
new improved vegetables and an

Camps are a great opportunity to meet new friends and experience a wide
variety of exciting activities such as canoeing, mountain biking, horseback
riding, rappelling or climbing, volleyball, basketball, art,
dancing, backpacking, shooting sports, water skiing and fishing!
There are more than 40 day and overnight camping programs
and trips scheduled in May, June, July and August at the three
4-H camp locations in Nebraska:
 Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center, Gretna
 Nebraska State 4-H Camp, Halsey
 South Central 4-H Center, Alma

Brochures with camp descriptions, registration
forms and more information are available at the
extension office or online at 4h.unl.edu/camp/youth.
% by
Save 10 efore
ing b
register
5!
March 1

Early bird registration deadline is March 15  save 10%
on camp fees! In some cases,
save over $25 per person!

March 2004

AAS Winner. Amy exhibits
improved qualities such as
earliness and higher yields.
Amy melons are eye-catching.
They are bright golden yellow
with smooth skin; without
netting or sutures. The radiant
color indicates when the melon
is ready for harvest. Cutting
open the mature melon will
release the distinctive melon
aroma. There is a small seed
cavity surrounded by moist,
white flesh noted for its sweet
flavor and firm texture. Amy
plants will produce melons in 70
to 80 days from transplanting.
The vigorous spreading vines
need 6 feet of garden space or
they can be trained up a trellis.

pletely stringless when baked,
steamed or microwaved.
Sunshine plants are adaptable
to any growing location as long
as the growing season is 80 to
95 days. Expect mature squash
in about 95 to 100 days from
sowing seed or 80 days from
transplants. Harvest ripe fruit in
the fall prior to or protect from
frost. The short vines need 6 to
8 feet in the full-sun garden.

Watermelon F1
Sweet Beauty
Vegetable Award Winner

Nothing says summer like
watermelon and everybody
wants a sweet
slice. Sweet
Beauty offers
consistently sweet
flavor and crisp
texture. It was
praised by AAS
Judges for its
superior eating
qualities. Sweet
Beauty melons
are 5 to 7 pounds,
an oblong shape
with dark green
Winter Squash Sunshine
skin and medium
green stripes.
Squash, Winter F1
Described as an ice box type,
Sunshine
it means Sweet Beauty is a
single-serving size. Improved for
Vegetable Award Winner
earliness, Sweet Beauty melons
can be harvested in about 77 to
Consumer media have
80 days from sowing seed
recently given coverage to
directly into the garden. The
winter squash because of its
flavor, high vitamin content and vigorous plant spreads vines
about 8 to 10 feet.
ability to be stored. Sunshine
is a new squash that
outshined other
varieties in side-byside trials across
North America. The
vibrant orange-red
skin is distinctive,
similar to sunshine,
hence the name. The
3 to 4 pound fruit is
a flattened globe
shape. The bright
orange flesh is
sweet, nutty, creamy
Watermelon Sweet Beauty
smooth and com-

4-H Camps Are Bigger and Better
4-H summer camps have expanded in 2004 with more camps and many new
activities! Many camps have been extended or doubled in length!
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Open to all
youth ages
519

Financial
FUNdamentals
4-H Camp Mar. 56

Designed for youth ages 1319
and their mom, dad or a mentor 
this new camp will let you explore
your money personality profile, set
college cost goals, learn the
FUNdamentals of checking, credit,
savings, investing, and spending!
The camp will be Friday, March 5 &
Saturday, March 6 at the Eastern
Nebraska 4-H Center near Gretna.
Cost is $60 per person. For more
information or to register call (402)
332-4496.

Family Day & Open
House at Gretna May 2
There will be a FREE Family
Day and Open House at the Eastern
Nebraska 4-H Center near Gretna on
May 2. Bring your whole family to
camp for an afternoon of exploring
the facilities and participating in some
of the activities that will be offered
this summer. There will also be a
bird presentation and birdhouse
building. For information or to RSVP,
call (402) 332-4496.

